


Storytime Rhymes and Book Titles 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hello, Friends! 

Hello Friends, 

Hello Friends, 

Hello Friends, 

It’s Time to Say Hello! 

 

Letter of the Day! 

B   (Boat, Boo, Bear, Big) 

 

Sign of the Day-Boat 

 

 

NEMO SONG! 

(sung to the tune of Bingo) 

In the ocean lived a fish 

And Nemo was his name-o! 

N-E-M-O, N-E-M-O, N-E-M-O 

And Nemo was his name-o! 

 

 

Spanish Word of the Week 

THE OCEAN – EL OCÉANO 

Sounds like 

“ehl Oh-SAY-ah-noh” 

 



The Waves in the Sea 

(sung to the tune of The Wheels on the Bus) 

The waves in the sea go, 

Up and down, (make a rolling wave by moving one hand up and down) 

Up and down, 

Up and down, 

The waves in the sea go, 

Up and down, 

All day long. 

 

Row Row Row Your Boat 

Row, row, row your boat 

Gently down the stream 

Merrily merrily, merrily, merrily 

Life is but a dream 
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AN ELITE CAFEMEDIA FAMILY & PARENTING PUBLISHER

sponge boat craft DIY toy for kids
ACTIVE TIME
15 minutes

TOTAL TIME
15 minutes

Materials

Kitchen scourer sponges (or an ordinary thick sponge would also work)

Craft sticks

Duct tape in different colours

Tools

Ruler

Craft knife - only an adult should use the craft knife

Cutting mat

Scissors

Instructions

1. Cut the tip of your kitchen scourer into a pointy end using scissors. It might help to rule lines on the sponge with a lead
pencil first first so that it’s even.

2. Using your craft knife, cut a small horizontal slit in the sponge for the mast (the craft stick) to be placed.

3. Make the sail. Lay down a piece of duct tape, then stick a second piece of duct tape along side it also upside down but
overlapping. The width should be approximately the same as the width of the sponge. Stick a second layer of tape down
over the first, so that the sticky side faces down and the sail is smooth on both sides. Decorate with stripes of a different
colour if desired, but this is optional.

4. Use your craft knife or scissors to trim the edges of the sail. Make it a roughly square shape.

5. Place two small pieces of duct tape around the craft stick mast at the top and close to the bottom where the base of the sail
will sit. This helps to keep sail in place.

6. Use your craft knife again to cut a small horizontal slit at the top and bottom of the sail.

7. Thread the duct tape sail through the slits to make a curved mast.

© Kate
https://www.thecrafttrain.com/sponge-boat-craft-for-kids/
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